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Abstra t

Dominan e onstraints are logi al tree des riptions originating from automata theory that have multiple appli ations in
omputational linguisti s. The satis ability problem of dominan e onstraints is NP- omplete. In most appli ations,
however, only normal dominan e onstraints are used. The
satis ability problem of normal dominan e onstraints an
be redu ed in linear time to the on guration problem of
dominan e graphs, as shown re ently. In this paper, we give
a polynomial time algorithm testing on gurability of dominan e graphs (and thus satis ability of normal dominan e
onstraints). Previous to our work no polynomial time algorithms were known.

1 Introdu tion

The dominan e relation of a tree is the an estor relation
between its nodes. Dominan e onstraints are logi al
des riptions of trees talking about the dominan e relation. Dominan e based tree des riptions were rst used
in automata theory in the sixties [TW67℄ and redis overed in omputational linguisti s in the early eighties
[MHF83℄. Sin e then, they have found numerous appliations: they have been used for grammar formalisms
[VS92, RVSW95℄, in semanti s [Mus95, ENRX98℄, and
for dis ourse analysis [GW98℄.
The satis ability problem of dominan e onstraints
is NP- omplete [KNT98℄. Earlier attempts at pro essing dominan e onstraints [Cor94, VSWR95, DN00℄ all
su er from this fa t. But it turns out that normal dominan e onstraints, a restri ted sublanguage, are suÆient for most appli ations. The starting point of the
graph based approa h of this paper is another re ent result [KMN00℄ showing that the satis ability problem of
normal dominan e onstraints an be redu ed in linear
time to the on guration problem of dominan e graphs.
Informally, a dominan e graph is given by a olle tion of rooted trees and a set of dominan e wishes. (A
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pre ise de nition follows in Se tion 2.) A dominan e
wish is a dire ted edge from the leaf of some tree to
the root of some other tree. A on guration of a dominan e graph is obtained by assembling the trees of the
graph into a forest, by hooking roots into leaves su h
that all dominan e wishes are translated into an estordes endant relationships. The on guration problem of
dominan e graphs is the question whether there exists
a on guration for a given dominan e graph.
In this paper, we show that the on guration problem of dominan e graphs is in polynomial time. This
result immediately leads the way for a polynomial time
and pra ti ally more eÆ ient pro essing of normal dominan e onstraints in omputational linguisti s.
To get an idea of how on gurations of dominan e
graphs arise in linguisti s, onsider the [ENRX98℄ analysis of the following English senten e:
(1.1) Every linguist speaks two languages.
a. . . . , namely English and German.
b. . . . , not ne essarily the same ones.
Depending on the ontext (indi ated by the ontinuations a. and b.), this senten e an be read in two different ways { it exhibits a s ope ambiguity. It an mean
either that there is a set of two languages spoken by every linguist, or it an mean that ea h linguist an pi k
his own pair of languages.
This ambiguity an be represented ompa tly by the
graph in Figure 1, whi h we an read as a dominan e
graph by removing the node labels. Intuitively, the
ontributions of \every linguist" and \two languages"
to the meaning of the senten e are represented as
the two upper trees; the ontribution of \speaks" is
represented as the lower one. The tree on gurations
of this dominan e graph are obtained by plugging the
two upper trees in some order on top on the lower tree.
The two ways to arrange them orrespond to the two
di erent readings of (1.1).
Our paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we
de ne the terms dominan e graph, solved form, and onguration formally and give a preview of the results in
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Figure 1: Dominan e graph for a s ope ambiguity.
the su eeding se tions. In Se tion 3, we show how to
enumerate all on gurations of a dominan e graph in
exponential time; this provides a framework for the appli ation of the later results. In Se tion 4, we hara terize on gurable dominan e graphs (a dominan e graph
has a on guration i it ontains no hypernormal y le),
and then we show in Se tion 5 how the existen e of a
hypernormal y le an be de ided by solving a weighted
mat hing problem in an auxiliary graph. This gives us
a polynomial-time on gurability test whi h we use in
Se tion 6 to make the enumeration algorithm from Se tion 3 eÆ ient. Se tion 7 shows that a slight extension
of the on guration problem by losed leaves is again
NP- omplete. Finally, we o er a short on lusion.

2 De nitions
A dominan e graph is de ned by a dire ted graph G =

G. Roots have at most one in oming dominan e edge in
on gurations; the intuition is that the roots have been
\plugged" into the leaves, and the remaining dominan e
edges indi ate whi h root is plugged into whi h leaves.
A dominan e graph is on gurable if it has a onguration and solvable if it has a solved form. Figure 2
shows a on gurable graph and one on guration. Figure 3 displays an un on gurable graph, the heavy edges
indi ate an \un on gurable y le", as we shall see later.
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(V; E [_ D) satisfying the following two onditions: (1)
3
4
3
4
the graph G = (V; E) de nes5 a olle tion T of node
disjoint trees of height at least 1 and (2) ea h edge in
D goes from a leaf of some tree in the olle tion to the
root of some tree in the olle tion. In our gures, we
draw the edges in E solid and the edges in D dashed. Figure 2: A on gurable dominan e graph and a onWe all the edges in E solid edges or tree edges and we guration of it.
all the edges in D dashed edges or dominan e edges or
dominan e wishes. A leaf is a node with no outgoing
tree edge and a root is a node with no in oming tree
edge.
Now the idea is that we want to assemble the trees
in T by plugging roots into leaves. We say that a
dominan e graph G is in solved form i it is a forest.
If G = (V; E [_ D) is a dominan e graph, we all a
dominan e graph G0 = (V 0 ; E 0 [_ D0 ) a solved form of
G i V = V 0 , E = E 0 , G0 is in solved form, and G0
realizes all dominan e wishes in G { that is, for every
dominan e wish (v; w) 2 D there is a path from v to w
in G0 .
In parti ular, we all a solved form of G where the
dominan e edges in D0 are a mat hing a on guration of
Figure 3: An un on gurable dominan e graph; the
5 Edges are assumed to go from parents to hildren.
heavy edges form an \un on gurable y le".
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hypothesis, G0 has a on guration G . But G also
realizes all dominan e wishes of G. This is obvious for
(l0 ; r) and for all wishes whi h do not start in l0 . For a
wish (l0 ; z) with z 6= r we note that this wish is realized
be ause there is a path from l0 to l in G0 and G realizes
the wish (l; z). So G has a on guration as well.
ut
Finally, we all a dominan e wish d = (v; w)

redundant if there is a path from v to w in G n d.
A dominan e graph is alled redu ed if it ontains no

redundant dominan e wish. As usual, we use n and m,
respe tively, to denote the number of nodes and edges
of G.
In the following se tions we show:
Figure 4: Appli ation of Rule 1: All dominan e wishes
0
0
of l ex ept for (l ; r) are shifted down to the leaf l.
 Con gurability of a dominan e graph has a simple
hara terization.
The problem we investigate in this paper is to de ide
 Con gurability of a dominan e graph an be dewhether a given dominan e graph has a on guration.
ided in polynomial time. More pre isely, it an be
More pre isely, we are going to onsider the problem of
de ided by solving a weighted mat hing problem
whether it has a solved form; but the following lemma
in an P
auxiliary graph with n0 = O(m) nodes and
expresses that this is the same problem.
0
m = v2V indeg2v edges; here indegv is the degree
of v in G. The mat hing problem an be solved in
Lemma 2.1. Every dominan e graph in solved form is
time
O(n0 m0 log n0 ), see [GMG86℄.
on gurable.

z1

zk

Conversely, every on gurable graph is trivially solvable.

Proof. For the proof, we de ne a problem leaf to be
a leaf with more than one outgoing dominan e edge;
our aim will be to eliminate problem leaves from solved
forms.
The proof is by indu tion on weights (d; a) of graphs
G, where d is the negative minimum depth of a problem
leaf of G (or 1 if there aren't any), and a is the total
number of dominan e edges emanating from problem
leaves of minimum depth (potentially 0). We onsider
the lexi ographi order on these weights.
Solved forms without problem leaves (i.e. with
weight ( 1; 0)) are on gurations, so the lemma is
trivially true in this ase. So let G be a solved form
that does have problem leaves. Let G have weight (d; a),
and assume that we know that all solved forms of lower
weight do have on gurations. Then we an apply the
following rule to a problem leaf l0 of minimum depth:



A solved form of a ( on gurable) dominan e graph
an be onstru ted in polynomial time. More
pre isely, it an be found in time O(n2 n0 m0 log n0 ).



All solved forms of a dominan e graph an be
enumerated in polynomial time per on guration.
More pre isely, if N denotes the number of solved
forms then all on gurations an be enumerated in
time O((N + 1)T ), where T is the time to nd a
single one.



Our theoreti al results lead to a pra ti ally eÆ ient
algorithm for handling dominan e graphs. The algorithm has been implemented.
In our appli ation,
P
we have m = O(n), and v2V indeg2v = O(n). The
existan e of a on guration an therefore be tested
in time T = O(n2 log n), and a solved form an
be onstru ted in time O(n2 T ). The a tual running times are smaller sin e the arising weighted
mat hing problems seem to be fairly simple and the
number of mat hing problems to be solved seems
to be mu h less than n2 . Our implementation uses
LEDA [MNSU, MN99℄ and the mat hing odes of
T. Ziegler and G. S hafer [Zie95, S h00℄.

Let e = (l0 ; r) be a dominan e edge from the leaf l0 of a tree t0 to the root r
of a tree t. Let l be an arbitrary leaf of t. Change any
dominan e edge (l0 ; z) with z 6= r into (l; z), see Fig- 3 Enumeration of Solved Forms
ure 4.
In this se tion, we show how to enumerate the solved
The result G0 is still in solved form, and its weight forms of a dominan e graph G. The algorithm we
Simplifi ation Rule 1.

is stri tly lower than that of G; so by the indu tion present may take exponential time to produ e even a

single on guration be ause it blindly enumerates all
ases. In Se tion 5, we will present a polynomial algorithm for determining on gurability. By plugging
this algorithm into the enumeration algorithm, we an
enumerate on gurations in polynomial time per onguration (Se tion 6).
The enumeration algorithm applies the following
simpli ation rules:

All
redundant dominan e edges, i.e. edges that are implied
by transitivity, an be removed. In parti ular, parallel
edges an be ombined into one.
Simplifi ation Rule 2. (Redundan y Elim.)

Let v be a root
with at least two in oming dominan e wishes (l; v) and
(l0 ; v) and let r and r0 be the roots of the trees ontaining
leaves l and l0 , respe tively. Generate two new graphs
H and H 0 by adding either (l0 ; r) or (l; r0 ) to D, see
Figure 5.
Simplifi ation Rule 3. (Choi e)

The enumeration of the solved forms an be arried
out by a re ursive algorithm:
1. Make the graph redu ed, i.e. apply Rule 2.

to a redu ed, a y li dominan e graph, the size of the
relation in reases stri tly, i.e. jRG j < min(jRH j; jRH j).
This is be ause RH  RG , and (l0 ; r) 2 RH but (l0 ; r)
annot be in RG , otherwise (l0 ; v) would have been
redundant. A similar argument holds for H 0 .
0

4 A Graph-Theoreti
Solvability

Chara terization of

We give a graph theoreti hara terization of solvability;
as this is equivalent to on gurability by Lemma 2.1, the
result arries over to on gurability. The hara terization implies that the solvability problem for dominan e
graphs is in NP \ o -NP .
The undire ted dominan e graph Gu orresponding
to the dominan e graph G = (V; E [_ D) is the undire ted
graph obtained by making all edges of G undire ted.
Now, we want to de ne the notion of a y le in an
undire ted graph, whi h may di er from the reader's
usual notion. A y le C in an undire ted graph is a
sequen e of edges e0 Æ e1 Æ : : : Æ en 1 with n > 1 su h
that for i = 0; : : : ; n 1 the following holds:

 there is a node vi in ident to both ei and e i
 ei =
6 ei
n

( +1) mod

n

( +1) mod

2. If the graph ontains a (dire ted) y le, terminate
this re ursion sin e the graph has no on guration. We all C edge-simple if the edges in the sequen e are
pairwise di erent. C is said to be simple if all the visited
3. If the graph is in solved form, report it and nodes v0 ; : : : ; vn 1 are pairwise di erent.
terminate this re ursion.

4.1 Hypernormal Dominan e Graphs

4. Otherwise, apply the hoi e rule and apply the Let us rst investigate a simpler subproblem of the
algorithm to the two newly generated graphs.
solvability problem. A dominan e graph G = (V; E [_ D)
Every solved form derived by the algorithm is is hypernormal if for every leaf l in (V; E) there is at
learly a solved form of the original graph. On the most one dominan e wish (l; :) in D. Hypernormal
other hand, the algorithm enumerates all of its solved dominan e graphs are redu ed6 .
forms. This is be ause appli ation of Rule 2 to a
dominan e graph does not hange the set of solved Proposition 4.1. Let G = (V; E [_ D) be a hypernorforms. Appli ation of Rule 3 partitions the set: The mal dominan e graph. If Gu ontains a y le then G is
two new graphs have disjoint sets of solved forms, but unsolvable.
the union of these sets is the same as the old set of
Proof. The proof is by indu tion on the minimal number
solved forms. This an be seen as follows. In a solved
k of dominan e edges in a simple y le C of Gu . Clearly,
0
form Gs of G the nodes l and l are both an estors of v
the ase k = 0 annot o ur, and if k = 1 then G is not
0
and therefore either l is an estor of l and hen e of r or
solvable. On the other hand, assume that we know the
vi e versa. This implies that Gs is either a solved form
result to be true for k 1. C either does not ontain
0
of H or of H .
any nodes at whi h its edges hange dire tions; then it
To prove termination, we derive an upper bound
is also a y le in G and hen e, G is learly unsolvable.
for the maximum re ursion depth. Consider for any
Or C does hange dire tions, then it must ontain two
dominan e graph G its rea hability relation RG { the set
dominan e edges (l; r) and (l0 ; r) into the same root.
of all pairs (u; v) of nodes su h that there is a (dire ted)
Both results of applying the hoi e rule produ e graphs
path from u to v in G. If G is a y li , the ardinality
n
2
of RG is at most 2  n . Thus, whenever
the size
6 An alternative de nition of hypernormal graphs is as follows:

n
of the relation be omes greater than 2 , the re ursion Out of two dominan e wishes (l; v) and (l; v ) at least one is
terminates immediately. But if we apply the hoi e rule redundant.
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Figure 5: Two graphs are generated by applying the hoi e rule to the graph on the left hand side.
with a simple y le ontaining k 1 dominan e edges, rule is not appli able to a graph, this graph is either in
so both are unsolvable. But then, G must be unsolvable solved form or has a dire ted y le, so the theorem is
as well.
ut true for these ases. Hen e, there must be a \minimal"
ounterexample G to the statement, in the following
The onverse of the above proposition is also true. sense:
If G is not solvable, then Gu ontains a y le. This
 G is redu ed and unsolvable
statement will be a orollary of Theorem 4.1, whi h we
will prove below.
 Gu does not ontain a hypernormal y le

 The hoi e rule an be applied to G. Both graphs
The Proposition 4.1 does not arry over literally to the
H and H 0 whi h are generated by it are unsolvable,
general ase: Figure 6 is a ounterexample. In order
and both Hu and Hu0 do ontain hypernormal
to state our theorem for the general ase, we all a
y les.
subgraph Hu of Gu hypernormal if the orresponding
We will derive a ontradi tion by showing that this
dire ted subgraph H of G is hypernormal.
implies that Gu ontains a hypernormal y le.
_ D) be a dominan e
Theorem 4.1. Let G = (V; E [
Suppose that v is the root and that (l; v) and (l0 ; v)
graph.
are the wishes onsidered in the above appli ation of the
(a) G is solvable i Gu does not ontain a hypernormal hoi e rule. Let r be the root of the tree with the leaf l
y le.
and r0 be the root of the tree with the leaf l0 .
(b) G is solvable i every hypernormal subgraph of G We have a hypernormal y le C1 = f l; r0 g Æ P1 in Hu
and a hypernormal y le C2 = f l0 ; r g Æ P2 in Hu0 . Sin e
is.
C1 is hypernormal, P1 does not use any dominan e edge
Note that this implies that a graph G is on gurable in ident to l. If P1 does not use some dominan e edge
i Gu has no hypernormal y le, by Lemma 2.1.
f l0; w g in ident to l0 , we are done sin e Gu ontains the
hypernormal y le f l; v gf v; l0 g Æ (l0 ! r0 ) Æ P1 , where
Proof. Part (b) follows immediately from part (a). If l0 ! r0 is the tree-path from l0 to r0 . So assume we an
some hypernormal subgraph of G is unsolvable, G is de ompose P1 = Q1 Æ f l0 ; w g Æ R1 , then R1 does not
unsolvable. If every hypernormal subgraph of G is use any dominan e edge in ident to l or l0 . A similar
solvable, Gu ontains no hypernormal y le, and hen e argument gives us a de omposition P2 = Q2 Æf l; u gÆ R2
G is solvable by part (a). We turn to part (a).
su h that R2 avoids all dominan e edges in ident to l
Assume rst that Gu ontains a hypernormal y le and l0 .
C. Let D0 be the dominan e edges of G orresponding Thus we have the y le C = f l0 ; w g Æ R1 Æ f l; u g Æ R2 in
to edges in C. Then G0 = (V; E [_ D0 ) is a hypernormal Gu . This y le is not ne essarily hypernormal but the
dominan e graph su h that G0u ontains C. By Propo- paths f l0 ; w g Æ R1 Æ f l; u g and f l; u g Æ R2 Æ f l0 ; w g are.
sition 4.1, G0 is unsolvable and hen e G is unsolvable. The following lemma shows that this suÆ es to prove
It remains to prove the onverse: If G is unsolvable, that Gu ontains a hypernormal y le:
Gu ontains a simple hypernormal y le. Assume that
the statement is false. W.l.o.g. we may restri t our Lemma 4.1. If Gu ontains a y le C = eS Æ S Æ eT Æ T
attention to redu ed dominan e graphs. If the hoi e where eS ; eT are edges and S; T are paths su h that
4.2 Dominan e Graphs
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Figure 6: A solvable dominan e graph and one of its solved forms. The graph ontains an undire ted y le, but
no hypernormal y le.
eS Æ S Æ eT and eT

Æ T Æ eS are hypernormal, then Gu
ontains a hypernormal y le.

Before we prove the lemma, we want to give some
intuition of its statement: If we an "glue" two hypernormal paths (eS Æ S and eT Æ T ) togehter su h that they
form a y le whi h is hypernormal at the "glue" nodes,
then Gu ontains a hypernormal y le.
Proof. We may assume that C is the smallest y le
(i.e. with the least number of edges) in Gu ful lling the
ondition of the lemma. We onsider two ases:





2. f is a dominan e edge:
Then eS Æ S 0 does not end with a dominan e
edge. Hen e C 0 = eS Æ S 0 Æ g Æ T 00 is a y le and
both eS Æ S 0 Æ g and g Æ T 00 Æ eS are hypernomal.

In both ases C 0 is smaller than C, and C 0 ful lls
the ondition of the lemma, a ontradi tion.

ut

The hara terization theorem has an interesting
onsequen e. The solvability problem for dominan e
graphs is learly in NP . Non-solvability is tantamount
C is simple:
to the existan e of a simple hypernormal y le, and
Sin e every node on C is an inner node of at least the existan e of su h a y le is learly in NP . Thus
one of the two hypernormal paths, we have that C solvability is in NP \ o -NP .
does not ontain a onse utive pair of dominan e
edges in ident to the same leaf. And hen e, the 5 Testing for Hypernormal Cy les
simpli ity of C implies that C is hypernormal.
Now we show how to test for the presen e of hypernorC is not simple:
mal y les in a dominan e graph in polynomial time.
By the hoi e of C the paths P1 = eS Æ S and This immediately gives us a polynomial algorithm for
P2 = eT Æ T are simple. We may assume that none testing solvability (and hen e, on gurability) of domiof the two is a y le, otherwise we are done. Let nan e graphs.
v be a node whi h is visited twi e by C. Then v
The test is by solving a weighted perfe t mat hing
must be an inner node of both P1 and P2 , and we problem on an auxiliary graph A whi h is onstru ted
an de ompose the paths at v: P1 = eS Æ S 0 Æ f Æ S 00 as follows. For every edge e = (v; w) 2 G we have two
and P2 = eT Æ T 0 Æ g Æ T 00 . Here f and g are edges nodes ev = ((v; w); v) and ew = ((v; w); w) in A. We
and S 0 ; S 00 ; T 0 ; T 00 are (possibly empty) paths su h also have the following two kinds of edges.
that eS Æ S 0 and eT Æ T 0 end at v. Altogehter, we
(Type A) For every edge e we have the edge f ev ; ew g.
have the following de omposition:
(Type B) For every node v and distin t in ident edges
C = eS Æ S 0 Æ f Æ S 00 Æ eT Æ T 0 Æ g Æ T 00
e = (u; v) and f = (v; w) we have the edge f ev ; fv g
We have to distinguish two ases:
if either v is not a leaf or v is a leaf and either e or
f is a tree edge.
1. f is not a dominan e edge:
Then C 0 = eT Æ T 0 Æ f Æ S 00 is a y le and The type A edges form a perfe t mat hing in A. We
eT Æ T 0 Æ f and f Æ S 00 Æ eT are hypernormal give type A edges weight zero and type B edges weight
paths.
one.

The maximum weight of a perfe t mat hing in A is positive i Gu ontains a simple hypernormal
y le.

Lemma 5.1.

Proof. Suppose rst that Gu ontains a hypernormal

y le C. We may assume that C is simple. We onstru t
a mat hing M of positive weight. For any pair e = (u; v)
and f = (v; w) of onse utive edges in C, we put
f ev ; fv g into M. Observe that f ev ; fv g 2 A sin e C
is hypernormal. For any edge e = (v; w) 2 (E [ D) n C
we put the f ev ; ew g into M. M is learly a perfe t
mat hing. It ontains edges of type B and hen e has
positive weight.
Assume next that A has a perfe t mat hing M of
positive weight. We onstru t a simple hypernormal
y le in Gu . For any edge f ev ; fv g 2 M we put the
edges e and f into the set C . Sin e for any edge
e = (v; w) 2 Gu we have nodes ev and ew in A and sin e
both nodes must be mat hed in a perfe t mat hing, this
rule will onstru t a olle tion of hypernormal y les in
Gu .
ut

We assume that all non-leaves in the dominan e
graph G have outdegree at most two7 . Observe that
we have one edge of type A for every edge of G, a
omplete graph on 2 + indegv nodes for every root
v, and a graph of size 1 + outdegv for every leaf v.
Thus the auxiliary
graph A has n0 = m nodes and
P
0
m = O(m) + v2V (2 + indegv )2 edges. The graph G
an be redu ed in time O(nm), see [AGU72℄. Then we
have no parallel edges, and hen e a root r with indegree
greater than n must have two dominan e edges from
di erent leaves of the same tree to r, whi h is trivial
to re ognize in time O(nm). So we an assume that
the indegree of any root is at most n. Let us say that
we have r  n rootsP
and let di be the indegree of the
i-th root. We have ri=1 di  P
m and di  n. What
2
is the maximum value
of
S
=
i (2
P+ d2 i ) ? We have
P 2
S = O(n + m) + i di . The sum i di is maximized
if we make the di s as unequal as possible. So we attain
the maximum if we set m=n of the
P di s equal to n and
all others equal to zero. Thus v2V (2 + indegv )2 =
O(n+m)+O(m=n  n2 ) = O(mn). A maximal weighted
mat hing in a graph with n0 nodes and m0 edges an be
found in time O(n0 m0 log n0 ), see [GMG86℄.

The existen e of a hypernormal y le
0 0
0
0
an be de ided in time
P O(n m log n ), 2where n = m
0
and m = O(m) + v2V (2 + indegv ) . A (simple)
Theorem 5.1.

7 We

an repla e ea h non-leaf with outdegree more than two
and its hildren by a small binary tree. This onstru tion in reases
the number of nodes and the number of edges only by a onstant
fa tor.

1

2

k
:::

Figure 7: Embedded hain of length k.

hypernormal y le (if it exists) an be found in the same
time bound.
In our appli ation m = O(n) and the indegrees are
bounded (the outdegrees are not) and hen e on gurability an be de ided in time O(n2 log n). In the worst
ase, the running time is O(nm2 log n).

6 EÆ ient Enumeration

A rst appli ation of the polynomial-time on gurability test from the previous se tion is to make the enumeration of solved forms more eÆ ient. We modify the enumeration algorithm from Se tion 3 by testing for (undire ted) simple hypernormal y les in step 2 instead of
dire ted arbitrary y les. The re ursion will terminate
immediately on e the graph be omes un on gurable,
and we know that the re ursion depth is bounded by
n2 . Thus:

A solved form of a solvable dominan e graph an be onstru ted in time O(n3 m2 log n).
If a dominan e graph has N solved forms, they an be
enumerated in time O(Nn3 m2 log n).

Corollary 6.1.

Note that N an still be exponential in n. Also note
that we an get on gurations instead of solved forms
in the same asymptoti time, by applying Lemma 2.1:
Simpli ation Rule 1 an only be applied at most
n2 times either, by a similar argument about the
rea hability relation.
Going ba k to the appli ation in omputational linguisti s des ribed in the introdu tion, the algorithm for
enumerating on gurations that we have just sket hed
gives us a straightforward algorithm for enumerating
models of a normal dominan e onstraint. We have implemented this algorithm, and this gives us a signi ant
improvement in runtimes over earlier solvers for dominan e onstraints. By way of example, onsider the
dominan e graph in Figure 7. This graph is an embedded hain of length k. Su h graphs appear in the appliation; for instan e, the graph for \John says that every
linguist speaks two languages" is an embedded hain of
length 2. Runtimes for enumerating all on gurations of

k
3
4
5
6
7
8

N
5
14
42
132
429
1430

Time (new)
20
190
1210
4130
16630
255000

Time (old)
180
670
5900
12740
46340
n/a

Figure 8: Runtimes on embedded hains of length k. N
is the respe tive number of on gurations. Times are in
millise onds CPU time.

l

1

B

T

+1

m

B

t1

t2

t3m

+1

embedded hains of various lengths (on a 550 MHz Pen- Figure 9: The dominan e graph onstru ted in the
tium III) are displayed in Figure 8. In the table, \new" redu tion of 3-partition.
refers to the algorithm sket hed above; \old" refers to
the dominan e onstraint solver des ribed in [DG99℄.

7 Dominan e Graphs with Closed Leaves

A slight extension of the on guration problem by losed
leaves be omes NP- omplete again. A dominan e graph
with losed leaves is given by a dominan e graph G =
(V; E [_ D) and a set L of leaves. The members of L are
alled losed, all other leaves are alled open. Closed
leaves annot be the sour e of dominan e wishes. A
solved form of (G; L) with losed leaves L is a solved
form G0 = (V; E [ D0 ) of G whi h has the additional
property that there is no edge (l; v) 2 E 0 with l 2 L,
but there is an edge (l; v) 2 D0 for every l 2= L. In other
words, it is not allowed to atta h a tree to a losed
leaf, and every open leaf must be \plugged" with some
other tree. We show that the on guration problem of
dominan e graphs with losed leaves is NP- omplete by
redu ing the 3-partition problem to it.8

Let A denote a multiset
su h that B=4 <
m a = mB . The question is
ai < B=2 for all i; and 3i=1
i
whether there
P is a partition A1 ℄ : : : ℄ Am of A su h that
for all i, a2Ai a = B . The problem is NP- omplete in
the strong sense [GJ79, problem SP15, page 224℄.
Fa t 7.1. (3-partition)

fa ; : : : ; a m g of integersPand B 2 N
1

3

We des ribe the redu tion now, whi h is shown in
Figure 9. The tree T has m leaves. Ea h leaf wants
to dominate B + 1 losed subtrees (i.e., subtrees whi h
have only losed leaves). T is required to be the hild
of some node l. This node l also wants to dominate the
trees t1 , . . . , t3m . For all i, the tree ti has ai + 1 open
leaves.
8 Exa tly the same redu tion works if we do not require open
leaves to have outgoing dominan e edges in solved forms; so this
modi ed problem is NP- omplete as well.

The on gurability problem for dominan e graphs with losed leaves is NP- omplete.

Theorem 7.1.

Proof. Consider an instan e (A; B) of the 3-partition

problem and the dominan e graph G onstru ted in
the redu tion. We show that the instan e (A; B) has
a solution i G is on gurable.
Assume rst that the 3-partition problem has a
solution. Observe that ea h of the sets Ai must have
ardinality three. Let Ai = f axi ; ayi ; azi g be one of the
sets in the partition. Then axi + ayi + azi = B. We
plug txi as hild into the i-th leaf of T , tyi into some
leaf of txi and tzi into some leaf of tyi . Then the tree
T has axi + 1 + ayi + 1 + azi + 1 2 = B + 1 open
leaves below its i-th leaf. These leaves are plugged with
the B + 1 losed subtrees whi h the i-th leaf of T wants
to dominate. Finally, we plug l with T and obtain a
on guration of G.
Assume next that the dominan e graph G has a
on guration. Consider the subtree plugged to the ith leaf of T . It ontains a P
subset Ai of the trees
f t1 ; : : : ; t3m g. We must have tj 2Ai (aj + 1)  B +
1 + jAi j 1, sin e B + 1 losed subtrees must be plugged
into some open leaf and sin e every subtree in Ai also
requires an open leaf.
We next show that jAi j  3 for all i. It is lear that
Ai annot be empty (sin e B > 0). If Ai is a singleton,
i.e. Ai = f tx g, we have a ontradi tion sin e tx has
ax + 1 < B=2 + 1  B + 1 leaves. Now onsider the
ase, where Ai onsists of two elements tx and ty . By
atta hing tx and ty below the i-th leaf of T , we obtain
ax +1+ay +1 1 < B=2+1+B=2 = B +1 open leaves,
whi h is also a ontradi tion.
Sin e ea h set Ai has ardinality at least three, sin e
we have m sets, and sin e there are 3m elements to
distribute, we on lude that jAi j = 3 for all i. Thus

P

i. Finally, we observe that we [DN00℄ Denys Du hier and Joa him Niehren. Dominan e
tj 2Ai aj  B for every
P
onstraints with set operators. In Pro eedings of the
have equality sin e a2A a = mB. Thus we also have
First
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a solution for the 3-partition problem.
ut

Note that for solvability of dominan e graphs with
losed leaves, Theorem 4.1 still holds. That is, solvability is still a polynomial problem. The di eren e
to the unrestri ted problem is that Lemma 2.1 breaks
down: All the graphs we onstru t in the en oding of
3-partition are in solved form, but they may well be
un on gurable.
The relevan e of this result is again in its relation
to omputational linguisti s. There are alternative
approa hes to s ope [Bos96℄ whi h require that the holes
and roots of the trees must be paired uniquely: The
roots must be \plugged" into the roots, and every hole
must be plugged. This orresponds to making the holes
open leaves, and all others losed leaves. Hen e, we an
show that the satis ability problems of these alternative
approa hes must be NP- omplete as well.

8 Con lusion

We have presented a polynomial time algorithm that
solves the on guration problem of dominan e graphs.
This problem is of interest to appli ations: It an be
used to en ode satis ability of normal dominan e onstraints, a formalism used in omputational linguisti s.
Thus, our result establishes a di eren e in omplexity between normal dominan e onstraints and unrestri ted dominan e onstraints, whose satis ability is
NP- omplete. Previously, no polynomial time algorithms for any interesting fragment of dominan e onstraints were known. Tests with a rst implementation
show that the presented graph algorithm also improves
in runtime on a previous solver for (unrestri ted) dominan e onstraints.
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